WE ARE RECRUITING

FOR OVER A DECADE VANGUARDIA HAS STEADILY EXPANDED AND CURRENTLY EMPLOYS OVER 30 CONSULTANTS ACROSS THREE UK OFFICES IN LONDON, MANCHESTER AND SURREY

DUE TO OUR EXPANDING WORKLOAD WE ARE LOOKING TO ADD TO OUR TEAMS.

OUR PORTFOLIO CURRENTLY COMPRISSES WORLD CLASS PROJECTS IN THE ENVIRONMENTAL, ARCHITECTURAL AND SOUND SYSTEM SECTORS.

ACOUSTIC CONSULTANT - OXTED, SURREY

SENIOR ACOUSTIC CONSULTANT - OXTED, SURREY

- Competitive salaries, flexible working hours, overtime and time off in lieu
- Generous company pension and private health care schemes
- Training and continuing professional development
- Good opportunities for career progression
- 25 days annual leave
ACOUSTIC CONSULTANT – OXTED, SURREY

We are seeking a highly motivated Assistant Acoustic Consultant who will have the opportunity to be involved in a wide range of environmental projects.

The role will require organising and undertaking noise and vibration surveys, data analysis and environmental modelling, prediction and assessment. You will be expected to manage your own small projects and to assist with larger scale projects with support from our project teams.

Requirements:

- A degree in acoustics / a related subject, or post graduate qualification (e.g. Diploma in Acoustics and Noise Control)
- Experience of using sound modelling software (IMMI/INSUL) and AutoCAD.
- The ability to communicate clearly (both written and orally) and experience liaising with other professionals.
- Full clean UK Driving Licence

SENIOR ACOUSTIC CONSULTANT – OXTED, SURREY

We also have a role for a Senior Consultant with a minimum of 5 years’ experience of leading projects and interfacing directly with clients. This role is expected to be key to the continued development of our environment team and brings with it the opportunity for further advancement and for the right candidate scope to contribute in the future management of the team.

The role will include organising and undertaking noise and vibration surveys, subsequent data analysis, prediction, assessment and reporting. You will be expected to run your own projects and to assist with larger schemes, including Nationally Significant Infrastructure Projects and Public Inquiry work. You will also be provided with appropriate support and training to further develop your skills and knowledge.

Requirements:

- A minimum of 5 years’ consultancy experience, predominantly in environmental acoustics;
- A degree in acoustics / a related subject, or post graduate qualification (e.g. Diploma in Acoustics and Noise Control)
- Associate Membership of the Institute of Acoustics,
- Good technical knowledge, communication and report writing skills;
- Some experience in the use of environmental noise modelling software and AutoCAD, as well as the use of spreadsheet based calculations; and
- A full, clean UK driving licence

Please apply with a cover letter and CV to the email address below.

EMAIL: claire.wimpress@vanguardia.co.uk
TEL: +44(0) 1883 718 690
www.vanguardia.co.uk